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Clarification needed

Good afternoon,
I hope everyone had a great Holiday season and Happy New Year!
It seems a lot of the information, from the public records request, that we have requested has discrepancies.
Previously, in an email to the board, we addressed irregularities in the 2019 carnival midway food grosses.
In a recently received request for the 2019 breakage on the carnival midway, we found that the numbers do not
match. There is an almost $200,000 difference in what was presented at the February board meeting and what
was received.
It is also very disturbing that we addressed the missing form 700 in a previous email from 2018 and now find
out that the “breakage” for 2018 is categorized UNKNOWN.
Breakage is the carnival tickets that are not redeemed i.e. people leave the fair and do not redeem the carnival
tickets. In 2019, the breakage was over a half million dollars. This money was not shared with vendors and was
completely consumed by the district as 100% net.
Special contract deals for food concessions and carnival rides (5%, 12%, 24%, 25%, and 30% for certain food
stands and 20% for certain carnival rides), unsolicited contracts (RCS 2019 game contract and RCS skyride),
missing information (Breakage), missing required government forms (form 700), special trips to select vendors
(fair staff to Pima county fair and Orange County fair to visit RCS), private meetings, and the list continues to
grow!
The fair employed over 150 people in 2019; it seems odd that the person in charge of vendor selection,
contracting, auditing, and almost every aspect of a $30,000,000-$40,000,000 annual food, ride, and game gross,
is the same person in charge of the public records request.
It seems these shared duties lack the internal controls that the board members and the public would expect in a
professionally ran state agency. This may be the reason for the differences or maybe more questions should be
asked to better understand the accounting?
If you could please help us understand which numbers are accurate and which numbers are not or give us some
direction on how to proceed?
Thank you
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